T he budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a valuable model system for studying prion-prion interactions as it contains multiple prion proteins. A recent study from our laboratory showed that the existence of Swi1 prion ( [685] [686] [687] [688] [689] [690] [691] [692] [693] [694] [695] [696] [697] [698] [699] [700] . We showed that a single yeast cell is capable of harboring at least 3 heterologous prion elements and these prions can influence each other's appearance positively and/or negatively. We also showed that during the de novo [PSI C ] formation process upon Sup35 overproduction, the aggregation patterns of a preexisting inducer ([RNQ C ] or [SWI C ]) can undergo significant remodeling from stably transmitted dot-shaped aggregates to aggregates that co-localize with the newly formed Sup35 aggregates that are ring/ ribbon/rod-shaped. Such co-localization disappears once the newly formed [PSI C ] prion stabilizes. Our finding provides strong evidence supporting the "crossseeding" model for prion-prion interactions and confirms earlier reports that the interactions among different prions and their prion proteins mostly occur at the initiation stages of prionogenesis. Our results also highlight a complex prion interaction network in yeast. We believe that elucidating the mechanism underlying the yeast prion-prion interaction network will not only provide insight into the process of prion de novo generation and propagation in yeast but also shed light on the mechanisms that govern protein misfolding, aggregation, and amyloidogenesis in higher eukaryotes.
The Effect of Overexpression in Prionogenesis
It was thought that rapid synthesis of a prion protein would lead to its misfolding, aggregation, and thus a higher frequency of prion de novo formation. However, the efficiency of such an overproduction event in promoting prion conversion is not clear. Our recent finding that Swi1 aggregates formed from transient Swi1 overproduction were not inheritable suggests that Swi1 overproduction is not an effective means to induce [SWI C ] de novo formation. 1 We also observed that Swi1 overproduction in [pin ¡ ] cells caused Rnq1 aggregation. We failed, however, to obtain prion-like aggregates of Rnq1. In addition, we found that Rnq1 overproduction alone dramatically increases its own aggregation, however, only 3.3% of these aggregates are inheritable. 1 Our findings are in agreement with a previous report that overproduction of Sup35 alone in a nonprion strain is ineffective in inducing Sup35 aggregation. 2, 3 Together, these results suggest that prion protein overproduction in non-prion cells is not an effective way to promote prion-prone aggregation. Even in the presence of [PIN C ], most sup35 amyloids formed upon overproduction are shown to be non-inheritable. 3 Thus, without a positive selection system, it would be difficult to obtain prions by simply tracing the aggregates generated upon overproduction. An earlier study suggests that overproduction caused non-inheritable Sup35 aggregates are actually SDS-resistant amyloids that cannot be shorn by chaperones thus cannot propagate. 2 It is unknown if the non-inheritable Swi1 and Rnq1 6 suggesting that that neither prion-formation nor a Q/N-rich feature is essential for the Pin C function. Although the molecular mechanism underlying these observed Pin C phenomena remains elusive, 2 models, "crossseeding" and "titration," have been proposed to explain the [PSI C ] inducibility by [RNQ C ] or an overproduction event of a Q/N-rich protein. 4, 7 In the cross-seeding model, a direct protein-protein contact is considered the basis of the observed Pin Fig. 1) . A pre-existing amyloid prion or amyloid-like aggregates resulting from overproduction of a protein, such as polyQ, might serve as templates to allow de novo formation of a new prion. 6 In the case of [PSI C ] induction upon co-overproduction of Swi1 and Sup35, it is likely that only a very small portion of Swi1 aggregates formed under the overproduction condition are prion-prone amyloids and they are most often buried among the massive amorphous non-inheritable aggregates, therefore the [PSI C ] inducibility is insufficient (Fig. 1A) . In [SWI C ] cells, however, the availability of templates that can be cross-seeded with Sup35 is significantly increased and thus [PSI C ] is more efficiently induced (Fig. 1B) . A similar explanation can be used to interpret the different Pin C activities observed between Rnq1 overproduction alone and in the presence of [PIN C ] prion. Alternatively, the titration model predicts that pre-existing prion aggregates, or newly formed protein aggregates by overproduction, may compete for binding, or perhaps sequester anti-prion cellular factors, such as chaperones and proteases, and thereby increase the likelihood of a new prion conversion. 7 Indeed, it was recently shown that aggregation of several Q/N-rich Pin C factors upon overproduction results in chaperones being sequestered from Sup35 aggregates and in some cases alters the chaperone levels in a [PSI C ] strain. 8 Similar chaperone sequestration events may also occur when Pin C factors, such as Q/ N-rich proteins, are overproduced in a [psi ¡ ] strain thereby enhancing the susceptibility of yeast to prion formation. It is also possible that the low Pin C activity and poor inheritability of Swi1 or Rnq1 aggregates formed upon overproduction may be partly attributable to the toxic effects that are associated with overproduction, which has been broadly noted to be stressful to yeast. Taken together, our results suggest that the cross-seeding and titration models are not mutually exclusive. Overproduction of a prion protein may increase the amount of misfolded prion protein(s) but may not effectively promote prion formation. The availability of amyloid-like templates capable of crossseeding is also essential for efficient prion de novo formation. Figure 1C , this difference might be explained by the fact that the asparaginerich PrD of Swi1 has a higher homology to that of the Rnq1 PrD than that of the Sup35 PrD. 12, 13, 17 The amino acid compositional differences of these PrDs may result in differences in their amyloid core structures, which in turn determine their cross-seeding abilities on different prion conformations. Furthermore, the Rnq1 PrD has a complex sequencing feature including 4 distinct and semi-independent aggregation determinants that may provide more opportunities for cross-seeding, 18 . Interestingly, forming ring/ribbon/rod-like aggregates seems to be a shared feature by several Q/N-rich candidate proteins besides Sup35 and Rnq1. 24 Our results indicate that the transition from ring/ribbon/rod-like aggregation to dot-shaped stable prion foci requires many generations. 1 In the [PSI C ] de novo formation process, co-localization of a pre-existing Pin C factor and the newly generated ring/ribbon/rod-like Sup35 aggregates upon Sup35 overproduction has been only observed at the early initiation stage of [PSI C ] prionogenesis. 1, 6, 25 Our finding that the prion aggregates of both Rnq1 and Swi1 in [PIN C ] and [SWI C ] cells formed a beads-on-string organization with the newly formed Sup35 ring/ribbon/rod-shaped aggregates demonstrates that these preexisting prion aggregates (beads) are physically associated with the newly formed prionogenic Sup35 aggregates (string) (see Fig 2, middle panel), providing direct evidence supporting the cross-seeding model for prionogenesis. In addition, we observed that the colocalization frequency of the Pin C factor and newly formed Sup35 aggregation is positively correlated with the prion promoting activity of the Pin C factor, 1 implicating that a direct contact of the Pin C factor and SUp35 is essential in [PSI C ] induction. It is worth emphasizing that direct associations between 2 heterologous prions are rarely seen when they co-exist as mature prions. When a newly formed prion is stabilized, the interaction between the newly formed prion and its facilitator is rarely detectable. 1 22 IPOD may serve as a reservoir that retains multiple heterologous amyloid species, including prion aggregates, 22 therefore the occasionally observed overlapping between mature heterologous prion aggregates may occur in IPOD. It seems that IPOD could serve as an ideal site for de novo heterologous prion crossseeding, filamentous growth, and elongation of prion chain. 22 Though the newly formed Sup35 ring/ribbon/rod-shaped aggregation is found interacting with IPOD, whether prion de novo formation initiates in IPOD needs to be further investigated. 22 Our observation that in [SWI C ] or [PIN C ] cells, multiple Swi1 or Rnq1 aggregates were overlapping with the newly formed ring/ribbon/rod structures of Sup35 to form the beads-on-string-like organization beyond IPOD argues that cross-seeding might happen at multiple cellular sites. IPOD may be just one of the possible sites for cross-seeding and prionogenesis. The newly formed Sup35 rings are located in the cell periphery, and actin cytoskeleton is believed to be critical in this earlier ring-processing event, perhaps by serving as a platform for prion initiation. 20, 27, 28 Figure 2 illustrates a likely scenario where prion-prion interactions might occur in the prion initiation and maturation processes.
Interactions of [SWI
In the prion maturation process, smaller dot-like aggregates can be derived from the ring/ribbon/rod-shaped prion aggregates. This remodeling occurs through processing of large amyloid aggregates into smaller aggregates by the action of a group of chaperones, including Hsp104, Ssa1, and Sis1. Some of these smaller aggregates serve as seeds for prion transmission as they are believed to be distributed to daughter cells when cells divide. 29 The fact that preformed Rnq1 amyloid fibrils could be used as templates to cross-seed soluble Sup35NM in vitro also supports the cross-seeding model. 6 However, our results do not exclude other possible mechanisms, such as those proposed in the titration model.
Closing Remarks
The prion concept has been recently extended beyond the territory of proteinaceous pathogen of PrP Sc and protein conformation based fungal epigenetic elements. There are ample data suggesting that many amyloidogenic proteins can be transmitted in a way similar to that of PrP Sc and are now considered as "prions." They can be either functional protein aggregates or disease-associated pathogenesis, 30, 31 including b-amyloid, a-synuclein, tau, and mutant SOD1. 32 Aggregation of one amyloidogenic protein might trigger a complex interaction among multiple aggregation-prone proteins. As a consequence, formation of one prion can lead to modulation of one or more biological pathways to result in either beneficial phenotypes or pathogenic disorders. Studying prion-prion interactions in yeast might provide valuable information to aid our understanding of not only the prion phenomena in yeast but also the mechanisms underlying protein folding, aggregation, and prionogenesis in mammals.
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